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Rates 
 

**Please note: The below rates are provided for your reference.  I am happy to provide free estimates 
for all work.  Please do not hesitate to contact me to determine the actual costs for your project.** 

 
Translation 
Italian to English (US)       $0.10-0.15/source word* 
   * rate determined by subject, complexity, and conditions   
 
24-hour, expedited or “rush” service     100% surcharge 
   * 24-hour: work of more than 1800 words requiring a turnaround of 24-hours or less. This includes    
      work provided Friday with a deadline of Monday (thereby requiring a significant amount of weekend  
      work). 
   * To determine if your translation will be considered “rush” or incur any surcharges, please contact me  
      for a free estimate. 
 
PDF source documents       10% surcharge (for processing) 
 
Handwritten source documents      20% surcharge (for processing) 
 
Minimum translation charge (translations of 350 words or less)  $35 
 
 
Proofreading Service 
Proofreading includes basic verification of spelling and grammar (verb tenses, punctuation, and 
sentence structure). 
 
Proofreading of Documents in English (US)      $15/page* 
    * For these purposes, a page is defined as a typed page of 250-280 words. Documents not fitting this  
       description will be evaluated for cost based on this definition. 
 
24-hour or “rush” service      100% surcharge 
 
Minimum Proofreading Charge      $15  
 
 
Editing Service 
Editing includes proofreading and content editing (style improvement, repetition and redundancy 
correction, syntax, comprehension improvement, etc.). 
 
Editing documents in English (US)     $25/page* 
     * For these purposes, a page is defined as a typed page of 250-280 words. Documents not fitting this  
       description will be evaluated for cost based on this definition. 
 
24-hour or “rush” service      100% surcharge  
 
Minimum Editing Charge      $25   
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Italian Language Tutoring 
Tutoring is for students currently enrolled in and needing help with a high school or university Italian 
course (proof of enrollment required). Each session has a maximum duration of 1 hour. 
 
1 person        $20/session 
2 people        $36/session ($18/person) 
3 people        $45/session ($15/person) 
 
Discount for prepayment of 5 or more sessions    5% discount 
Discount for prepayment of 10 or more sessions    10% discount 
 
 
Italian Language Lessons 
Lessons are for students not currently enrolled in a high school or university Italian course. 
 
1 person        $30/session 
2 people        $50/session ($25/person) 
3 people        $60/session ($20/person) 
 
For groups of 4 or more people, please contact me for pricing. 
 
Discount for prepayment of 5 or more sessions    5% discount 
Discount for prepayment of 10 or more sessions    10% discount 
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